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Abstract - Service-oriented architectures (SOA) become
more and more important in connecting devices with each
other. The main advantages of Service-oriented architectures
are a higher abstraction level and interoperability of devices. In
this area, Web services have become an important standard for
communication between devices. However, this upcoming
technology is only available on devices with sufficient resources.
Therefore, embedded devices are often excluded from the
deployment of Web services due to a lack of computing power
and memory. Furthermore, embedded devices often require
real-time capabilities for communication and process control.
This paper presents a new table driven approach to handle realtime capable Web services communication, on embedded
hardware through the Devices Profile for Web Services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE usage of a standardized device-centric SOA is a
possible way to fulfill interoperability requirements in
future networked embedded systems. Technologies like
UPnP (Universal Plug and Play), DPWS (Devices Profile for
Web Services), REST (Representational state transfer) and
Web services are used to realize a so called SODA (Serviceoriented device architectures) [23]. While UPnP, DLNA and
related technologies are established in networked home and
small office environments, DPWS is widely used in the automation industry at device level [24] and it has been shown
that they are also applicable for Enterprise integration
[22, 26].
Besides the advantages of SODA, additional resources are
required to host a necessary software stack. There are SODA
toolkits available for resource-constrained devices like UPnP
stacks or DPWS toolkits [WS4D, SOA4D]. However, additional effort is necessary for deeply embedded devices and
for embedded real-time systems especially. Deeply embedded devices are small microcontrollers with only a few kB of
memory and RAM (e.g. MSP430, ARM7). These devices
cannot be applied to huge operating systems. But they are essential because as they combine price, low power properties,
size and build-in hardware modules.
In this Paper a new approach is presented, which can be
applied to deeply embedded devices and serve real-time and
specification compliant DPWS requests.
II. WEB SERVICES IN DEVICE CONTROLLING SYSTEMS
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifies the
Web services standard [11]. UPnP is a popular specification

in the home domain. Due to the lack of security mechanisms
and the missing service proxy it is limited to small networks
(see [2]). Web services are more important when using larger
networks. This client-to-server interaction uses SOAP [10]
for the transport layer and Extensible Markup Language
(XML) for the data representation [1, 13]. On the other hand,
the Web services protocols need much computing power and
memory, in order to enable a device-to-device communication. Therefore, a consortium lead by Microsoft has defined
DPWS [4]. DPWS uses several Web services protocols,
while keeping aspect of resource constrained devices. In
comparison to standard Web services, DPWS is able to
discover devices at run time dynamically, without a global
service registry (UDDI). The included WS-Eventing [5]
specification also enables clients to subscribe for events on a
device. The device sends a notification to the client,
whenever an event occurs. State changes not have to be
polled by the client. DPWS is integrated in the Microsoft
operating system Vista. For many companies, this is the
reason for developing new interfaces for their products based
on these protocols.
In specific scenarios, communication proxies are necessary because of the low memory and computing power of
deeply embedded devices. With the new implemented approach, Web services become also available on deeply embedded devices. Both deeply embedded devices and devices
that are more powerful will be enabled to communicate and
interact with each other. This substitutes the communication
proxies.
Through linking the devices to a higher level of communication, devices no longer rely on specific transfer technologies like Ethernet. All devices in an ensemble are connected
via services. This services based architecture is already used
in upper layers. Services based communication becomes
available on lower layers nearest to the physical tier. This allows a higher abstraction level of process structures. The
first step to allow this is the creation of a SODA framework
that fulfills the requirements of deeply embedded devices.
III. REQUIREMENTS FOR A LIGHT WEIGHT SODA
High-level communication on resource constrained embedded devices can result in an overall performance degradation. In a previous paper [6] we have presented different
challenges which have to be met in order to realize DPWS
communication with real-time characteristics.
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Firstly, as a basis an underlying real-time operating system
must exist, ensuring the scheduling of the different tasks in
the right order and in specific time slots. Secondly, the
physical network has to provide real-time characteristics.
The major challenge in DPWS with respect to the underlying
network, is the binding of DPWS and SOAP. SOAP is
bound to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for transmission. HTTP is bound to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [8] (see Figure 1). The TCP-standard includes
non-deterministic parts concerning a resend algorithm in
case of an error. Furthermore, the Medium Access Control
(MAC) to the physical tier has to grant access to the data
channel for predictable time slots. For example, Ethernet
cannot fulfill this requirement.
As shown in Figure 1, it is possible to use SOAP-overUDP. But in accordance to the DPWS specification, a device
must support at least one HTTP interface [4].

The binding of DPWS and TCP through HTTP causes different challenges in granting real-time characteristic for
DPWS communication and is still an ongoing work in our
research group. It is not possible to reach deterministic
characteristics without specific real-time operating systems
and network stacks. A real-time operating system grants
access to peripheries for predictable time slots and execution
of tasks in the right order. The arising high level
communication may not interfere with the real-time process
controlling. The underlying real-time operating system takes
care of correct thread management and correct scheduling of
the real-time and non real-time tasks. Tasks on the
controller, competing with the communication, are
prioritized by the operating system.
In order to provide Web services on microcontrollers, different challenges have to be met. Figure 2 shows the single
parts, which have to be realized.
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Figure 2. Modules to be implemented
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Figure 1. DPWS protocol stack

In Prüter et al. Xenomai [9] is used as operating system
and RTNet [12] is used to grant network access with realtime characteristics. RTNet relies on the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) instead of TCP and uses Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) for Medium Access Control
(MAC). The usage of UDP demands SOAP-over-UDP at the
same time. At least two interfaces have to be implemented: A
non real-time, DPWS compliant HTTP/TCP interface and a
real-time UDP interface. The disadvantage of using a special
network stack including a special MAC, also implies
building up a separate network. In this network, all
participating notes have to conform to the MAC and used
protocols.
For deeply embedded devices, various real-time operating
systems exist. FreeRTOS[19] is a mini real-time kernel for
miscellaneous hardware platforms like ARM7, ARM9,
AVR, x86, MSP430 etc. Unfortunately, no useful real-time
network stack and operating system combination is currently
available for these kinds of deeply embedded devices. Therefore, this paper concentrates on the possibilities to provide
real-time characteristics in the upper layers being on the top
of TCP/IP.

A. Network Stack
The network stack, responsible for the right addressing
and the way of exchanging data, is the first module, which
have to be realized. Dunkels has developed uIP and lwIP,
two standard compliant TCP/IP stacks for 8 Bit controller architectures ([13, 14, 15]). uIP fulfills all minimum requirements for TCP/IP data transmissions. The major focuses are
minimal code size, memory and computing power usage on
the controller, without losing standard conformance. lwIP
also fulfills non mandatory features of TCP/IP. Both implementations are designed to run on 8-bit architectures with
and without an operating system. The differences between
both stacks are shown in the following table.
DPWS utilizes WS-Discovery for automatic discovery of
devices and is based on IP Multicast. Multicast applications
use the connectionless and unreliable User Datagram Protocol (UDP) in order to achieve multicast communications. uIP
is able to send UDP Multicast messages, but is not able to
join multicast groups and receive multicast messages [15]. In
contrast to uIP, the lwIP implementation supports all necessary UDP and Multicast features. The above mentioned
FreeRTOS can use the lwIP stack for networking. This combines the advantages of a compatible, lightweight network
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stack and the usage of an embedded real-time operating system.
Table 1.
uIP vs. lwIP

Feature
IP and TCP checksums
IP fragment reassembly
IP options
Multiple Interfaces
UDP
Multiple TCP connections
TCP options
Variable TCP MSS
RTT estimation
TCP flow control
Sliding TCP window
TCP congestion control
Out-of-sequence TCP data
TCP urgent data
Data buffered for rexmit

uIP
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
Not
needed
X

lwIP
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

B. SOAP
Upon the network stack, HTTP communication protocol is
used. The payload is embedded in XML structures and sent
via HTTP.
Because DPWS requires a small part of the HTTP functionality only, it is not necessary to implement a full functional HTTP stack. All DPWS messages are using the POST
method of HTTP for delivering.
In contrast, the XML processing and parsing draws more
attention. On deeply embedded devices, with only few kB of
memory, the code size and the RAM usage have to be reduced. The WS-Discovery and WS-Metadata messages exceed the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of most network technologies, including Ethernet. This supports the decision for lwIP in favour of uIP. The uIP implementation
only uses one single global buffer for sending and receiving
messages. The application first has to process the message in
the buffer, before it can be overwritten [15]. In case of a
complete XML message, the whole file has to be available
before a useful parsing can be processed. Additional,
computing power is restricted to resource constrained
devices. With respect to the overall performance of the
communication task, it is difficult to work through and parse
the whole message as a nested XML file. Therefore, our
research group has developed and implemented a new
approach to handle HTTP and XML analysis. This new
approach is described in the next section.
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omitted to reduce necessary resources. In most scenarios,
only few types of messages have to be processed. After discovery and metadata exchange, the devices and their addresses are known and the services can be invoked. Only a
few parts change within the exchanged messages. Major
parts of the messages stay unchanged. Every time a service is
called, almost the same message has to be parsed and almost
the same message has to be build.
With all exchanged messages from the analysis of different scenarios tables are generate. The tables contain all appropriated incoming and outgoing messages. The new implemented table driven approach is able to answer every request
with the right answer by referring to these tables. In section
the dynamic changing parts of the different messages are
shown.
This new table driven implementation is not based on
SOAP and HTTP. Instead, we are using an approach basing
on a simple string comparison of incoming messages in this
new implementation. The messages are interpreted as simple
text messages and not as SOAP Envelopes being embedded
in HTTP. The relevance of the received strings from HTTP
and SOAP protocols are unknown for the table driven device. The device is able to send specific response with the
correctly adapted dynamic changing sections. The overhead
for parsing and building always the same message is reduced
by this approach. Thereby memory usage and computation
time are decreased in comparison to a traditional implementation.
With respect to a real-time capable communication, the
treatment of the messages as strings and not as specific protocols is useful. The parsing as a string is independent of the
depth of the nesting of XML structures. The necessary time,
to parse the message as a string, is predictable. XML
Schema, which is required by DPWS, cannot fulfill these requirements.
V. MOBILE ROBOTS AS TEST BENCH
We verified our solution in a real world scenario. An external PC and an overhead camera control a team of five autonomous robots. The robots are coordinated via DPWS interfaces. The robots receive commands from a central server.
The commands have to be executed in predicted timeslots to
prevent collisions and enable accurate movement of the robots. The whole setup is shown in Figure 3.
Camera
Firewire

PC

IV. NEW TABLE DRIVEN APPROACH
A complete implementation of SODA for deeply embedded systems, like wireless sensor network nodes with limited
processing power and memory, is a significant challenge. All
modules that are mentioned in section III like network stack,
SOAP, HTTP and DPWS have to be implemented.
We have analyzed different setups with DPWS compliant
implementations to identify which parts of DPWS could be

Imageprocessing

Commandgeneration

Robot

Commands

Figure 3. Robot Scenario
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The team behavior of the robots is controlled by a central
server which uses one or more cameras mounted above the
ground. Image processing software on the PC extracts the
position of all robots in the field. On the PC even the commands for the robots are calculated. These commands consist
of global coordinates of the robot positions and the target
positions. These commands are sent with a high transmission
rate to the robots. The robots use global coordinates to update their own local and imprecise coordinate tracking. The
robots need this global updates in regular periods, otherwise
a correct controlling cannot be granted. These real-time requirements for controlling the robots with a parallel running
communication system make the robot scenario an ideal test
bench for our implementations.
A. Robot Hardware
To control the robots we use two controller boards alternatively: an embedded Linux board and an ARM7 controller
board. The embedded Linux board is the Cool Mote Master
(CMM) from LiPPERT. It is equipped with an AMD
Alchemy AU 1550 processor [17]. This board is designed as
a gateway node for sensor networks. The CMM is already
equipped with an 802.15.4 compliant transceiver. We have
extended the board with additional Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
(IEEE 802.11) interfaces [18]. Thereby, the board has three
different radio technologies for networking beside Ethernet.
The ARM7 board is a SAM7-EX256 evaluation board
from Olimex . This board is applied with an Atmel ARM7
controller with 256 kB memory and 64 kB RAM. The board
already provides an Ethernet interface, which was used for
testing. The controller is running with a clock rate of
55MHz. It is possible to schedule the lwIP stack and the implemented table driven device in different tasks with the help
of FreeRTOS.
The implementations are evaluated on a standard PC and
on these boards. An overview of used hardware is provided
in Table 2 . The network devices are configured in a way,
that all of them can handle IP traffic.
Table 2.
Used hardware for testing the new table driven approach

CPU
Clock
ROM
RAM
Operating
System
Network
interfaces

PC
Intel Pentium4
3,4 GHz
500 GB
1024 MB
Linux
(2.6.24/
Ubuntu)
Ethernet

CMM
AlchemyAU
1550
500MHz
512MB
256MB
Linux
(2.6.17/
Debian)
Ethernet,
802.11g,
802.15.4,
Bluetooth

SAM-7
Atmel
ARM7
55 MHz
256 kB
64 kB
FreeRTOS
5.0
Ethernet

VI. IMPLEMENTATION
Our research group has implemented the WS4D-gSOAP
toolkit[7]. This is a software solution, which includes a
DPWS stack and software tools for creating of own Web
services based on DPWS. This toolkit uses gSOAP [20] for

SOAP functionalities and extends gSOAP with an
implementation of the DPWS specification. This traditional
implementation will be used as benchmark for the new table
driven approach.
In the first step a service is created with the existing
WS4D toolkit that provides all necessary commands for the
robots in our mobile robot scenario. The external PC calls a
hosted service on the robots. The service is called every time
when new commands have to be send to the robots. The new
commands are embedded in the request. The service answers
with a response, including a performance parameter of the
robot.
In the second step, the exchanged messages are analyzed
according to the DPWS specification. All possible outgoing
and incoming messages for the mobile robot scenario are
generated.
In the third step, a completely new device is implemented.
The structures and contents of the possible messages are deposited in the new implemented device as strings. This device does not support any dynamic SOAP or HTTP functionalities. The new table driven approach does not parse the
whole incoming message as XML file. Every received message is analyzed with an elementary string compare. Thereby
the type of the message is figured out. If the message type is
known, the device answers with the right message. The answer is already deposited in the implemented device as a
string also. In the answer, only parts required by the DPWS
specification and the payload are changed.
During the implementation of the table driven device, we
have taken care that system functions are not called in critical sections. For example, the memory management is provided by the task itself. The task allocates a pool of memory
when it is started and then organizes the memory itself. Furthermore, the different threads for the network stack and the
threads handling the messages are analyzed to be scheduled
in the right order and with correct priorities.
A.Message Exchange
Figure 4 gives an overview of exchanged messages in the
mobile robot scenario. When starting the device, it announces itself with a Hello SOAP Envelope. Within this message only the wsa:MessageID and the wsd:XAddrs, the IP
address, are dynamically and has to be adapted. Furthermore,
the MessageNumber and the InstanceID has to be correct.
When a client was not started, as the device announces itself with a Hello , the client asks with a Probe for available
devices. The answer is a Probe Match , where the wsa:RelatesTo has to fit to the wsa:MessageID of the Probe and the
wsa:MessageID has to be dynamic. Here, also the MessageNumber and the InstanceID has to be incremented.
When the devices and their addresses are known, the
client will ask for the hosted services on the device in the
next step. Therefore, a GetMetadata Device is send to the
hosting service, which is at least a service that announces the
available hosted services. The GetMetadata message is the
first one that is sent via HTTP. Within the HTTP header, the
content length, the length of the message, and the IP address
has to be adopted. The address only has to be changed, if it
was not known at compile time. This applies to all IP ad-
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dresses in the scenario. In the GetMetadata Device message,
the wsa:To entry has to match to the address of the device,
detected through the Probe . The device answers with a GetMetadata Device Response message. In this message the
wsa:RelatesTo has to match the wsa:MessageID of the GetMetadata Device.
When the client knows available hosted services, the specific hosted service, that the client is looking for, is asked for
the usage interface with a GetMetadata Service . The GetMetadata Service Response refers to the GetMetadata Service through the wsa:RelatesTo section.

UDP Multicast
239.255.255.250

Table 3. Overview Exchanged Messages

MessageType

Changingparts

Hello

wsa:MessageID
wsd:XAddrs(IP)
wsd:AppSequenceMessageNumber
wsd:AppSequence InstanceId
wsa:MessageID
wsa:MessageID
wsa:RelatesTo
wsd:AppSequenceMessageNumber
wsd:AppSequence InstanceId
HTTP content-length
HTTP host
wsa:MessageID
wsa:To
HTTP content-length
wsa:RelatesTo
wsa:Address
HTTP content-length
HTTP host
wsa:MessageID
wsa:To
HTTP content-length
wsa:RelatesTo

Probe
ProbeMatch

Discovery / Hello
1270 Byte

UDP Unicast - Discovery Probe Match
1398 Byte
HTTP/TCP - GetMetadata Device
630 Byte
HTTP/TCP - GetMetadata Device Response
3000 Byte
HTTP/TCP - GetMetadata Service
612 Byte
HTTP/TCP - GetMetadata Service Response
3352 Byte

Robot – Service Provider / Device

Time

PC – Service User / Client

Discovery
Probe
625 Byte

HTTP/TCP - Service Usage / Request
782 Byte
HTTP/TCP - Service Usage / Response
1170 Byte

GetMetada Device
GetMetadataDeviceResponse
GetMetadata
Service

....

Figure 4. Message Exchange1

After the metadata exchange is complete, the client knows
how to interact with the specific service and the service usage starts. The client invokes the service with a message,
where wsa:To and wsa:MessageID has to be correct. In the
Service Usage Request , the coordinates of the mobile robot
scenario are integrated. The service answers with the Service
Usage Response . Therein, the reference to the request is
given through the wsa:RelatesTo section. In our special mobile robot scenario, the response also contains the mrs:ProcessingTime section. In this section, the service informs the
service user about the time, the application needs to process
the new coordinates and is a performance parameter for the
mobile robot.
An overview about the dynamic parts of the different messages is given in Table 3 .
The overall size for the exchanged messages is 12.839
Bytes. The overall number of Bytes that can change is 588.
Only 4.6% of the overall exchanged bytes are dynamic in the
mobile robot scenario.
VII. MEASUREMENTS/COMPARISON
In this section, the performances of the original WS4D
toolkit and the new table driven approach are compared.

GetMetadata
Service
Response
Service Usage HTTP content-length
Request
HTTP host
wsa:MessageID
wsa:To
mrs:Position4
Service Usage HTTP content-length
Response
wsa:RelatesTo
mrs:ProcessingTime4

Dynamic
Bytes
36
max.17 2,3
approx.2
10
36
36
36
approx.2
10
max.5
max.17 2,3
36
36
max.5
36
max.17 2,3
max.5
max.17 2,3
36
max.17 2,3
max.5
36
max.5
max.17 2,3
36
max.17 2,3
16
max.5
36
3

A.Devices Sizes
The WS4D toolkit implementation of the DPWS device
needs 794 kB of disk space when compiled for Linux on a
x86 architecture. The table driven device implementation has
a 16 kB footprint when compiled for a standard x86 PC running with Linux. The table driven device does not contain
the independent lwIP stack in this x86 implementation. Both
implementations for a x86 PC running with Linux are using
the BSD Socket API to handle the network traffic. The same
implementation of the new table driven approach ported to
the SAM7-EX256 board running with FreeRTOS 5.0 has a
13 kB footprint without network interface. As network stack
the independent lwIP stack in Version 1.3 is applied to the
board. Therefore, the stack was ported to FreeRTOS 5.0.
depends on IP Address and Port number
if not known at compile time
depends on IP Address and Port number
3
if not known at compile time
Payload
2
3

42
1
number of Bytes may vary because of different IP addresses and payload e.g.
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The required disk space for the different parts on the
SAM7 board is shown in Table 4. The overall memory being
used on the board, including FreeRTOS, lwIP and the device
needs 146 kB.
Table 4.
Footprint of SAM7 Implementation with FreerRTOS and lwIP

Module
staticDPWS device
lwIP 1.3
FreeRTOS includingDebugTasks

Footprint
13 kB
77 kB
56 kB

B.Time Responds
Also some timing measurements have been done in order
to have an objective comparison for the new static approach.
Therefore, the overall time was measured that is required
from sending the message to receiving the response on the
client side. Through this method the overall performance and
the maximum number of requests per second can be determined which can be served.
These measurements are done for a standard PC and the
SAM7 board. On both devices a 100 MB/s Ethernet interface is applied, which has been used for the measurements.
On the SAM7 boards, an independent thread simulated an
additional CPU load. This CPU load thread was scheduled
with different priorities. As requesting client a standard PC
(2x3,5 GHz with 1 GB RAM) was used in all cases.
The following Table 5 shows the times measured for the
different implementations of DPWS server/device. The values are the average over 1000 requests, send directly successive.
Table 5.
Respond time and processed requests per second

DeviceSystem
StandardPC
WS4D toolkit
StandardPC
TableDrivenDPWS
SAM7-EX256
TableDrivenDPWS
SAM7-EX256
TableDrivenDPWS
CPU load thread lower priority
thenlwIP andDPWS tasks
SAM7-EX256
TableDrivenDPWS
CPU load thread same priority
like lwIP andDPWS tasks

Response Requests
time
persec
1,05ms
952
0,9 ms

1111

18,6ms

53

18,6ms

53

30,2ms

33

On the PC, the new implemented approach provides a
faster overall processing. The time responds on the real-time
operating system of the SAM7 board, depend on given
priorities for the different competing tasks. As long as the
CPU load task has a lower priority than the DPWS and the
lwIP tasks, no effect to the average times could be measured.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The new table driven approach allows the usage of Web
services on deeply embedded devices. Furthermore, the implemented services can grant real-time capabilities. Thus, the
deeply embedded devices can be integrated in enterprise service structures. The created service interfaces can be reused
in different application. The connectivity between such large
numbers of embedded devices normally needs proxy concepts with static structures. Now, these proxies are no longer
required. The devices can be directly accessed by a high
level process logic. Furthermore, the validation and certification become cheaper because of the slim implementation and
reusability of the interfaces.
The measurements show that the size of a device can be
reduced by the factor of about 50. At the same time, the time
responds can be improved. Through the implementation in
different threads, the time responds of the new implemented
static approach is independent from other competing tasks.
However, this assumes an underlying real-time operating
system.
The optimization of the footprint and dynamic memory
usage are a main focuses for the future work. Future work
will also research on a completely specification compliant
implementation. Therefore, the specification has to be analyzed in detail and all possible messages, even for error
cases, have to be discovered and integrated into the static device.
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